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Wow, how many days until Christmas?  It seems like we were just in shorts and T-Shirts returning from incredible 

vacations.  Well the cold is here, and as we write this so is the snow.  But rather than staying inside with a hot chocolate, 

blanket and a good book about photography, I think I’ll let my imagination take over and envision and fantasize the winter 

wonderland and Mother Nature’s ability to transform the everyday mundane into beautiful snowscapes and artic beauty. 

Have you ever photographed in the cold or in the snow?  There are numerous preparations necessary for this adventure, 

and if you have the desire to try it check out how you should prepare in our “Tip of the Month” section on page 2.  Then 

go out, shoot and be ready for some of the most amazing photographs you may ever take.  Mother Nature is at her best in 

the winter, so enjoy! 

Our regular meeting on December 3 will include a photo competition. We have been receiving many beautiful entries 

into our competitions and that’s sure to continue.  All members are encouraged to submit an entry - it’s the best way to 

learn how to make a beautiful photograph.  Sure you 

get anxious, we all do, but it really is fun and the 

benefits far outweigh not entering anything.  Also 

don’t forget the “Drop in Early” help session before 

the meeting - if you have a particular dilemma 

regarding photography, cameras, something 

technical or how to shoot something we will have 

help there to answer all of your queries. It is a great 

opportunity, so check it out and call/email either Al 

or Chuck and let us know how it worked for you. 

Pres idents ’  Column  

Serving Crystal Lake and surrounding McHenry County communities since 1980 

December, 2013 Year 2013-2014, Issue 4 

Crystal Lake Camera Club Newsletter 

CLCC Website Link 

Continued on Page 4 

Member Survey Results  

During September and October, we asked CLCC members to rate statements concerning club member interests and 

satisfaction with club operations on a scale from 1 to 6 showing their extent of agreement (1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disa-

gree, 3 = Somewhat disagree, 4 = Somewhat agree, 5 = Agree, 6 = Strongly agree).  

 

Survey statements covered a variety of topics. Some things we currently do as a club and other things expressed as ideas 

yet to come. The average response for all statements was a 4.5. This indicates that those answering the survey expressed at 

least a “somewhat agreement” attitude when viewing CLCC’s importance and direction.  

 

Those statements ranking least important dealt with film. Here the majority preferred digital while several expressed their 

personal enjoyment photographing in the film medium.  

 

Competition, training, personal growth, club growth, and member interaction scored highest. Here the majority of indi-

vidual responses fell in the “agree/strongly agree” range, with few ratings less than a 4.  The top scores of 5.6 belong to 

those statements dealing with club-provided training options and members helping one another advance in all areas of pho-

tography.  

Continued on Page 3 

http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org/
http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org/
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If you get a chance, visit  the Teresa Baber exhibit at McHenry County College be-

fore it closes on December 5.  It is very well done and demonstrates Teresa’s ability 

and knowledge from both a photographic standpoint and an artist’s view (check out 

“The Fringe of Still Photography” on page 3 for an interesting blending of photography 

and art). We highly recommend Teresa’s exhibit, and are happy to see this recogni-

tion of her talent. Way to go Teresa!  

Photographs winning Awards or Honorable Mentions, and those non-winning 

entries having scored 22 or higher at the CLCC October meeting completion were 

entered into the October or November CACCA competition,   Congratulations to 

the CACCA winners from our club. 

October CACCA Competition: 

 Lyle Anderson—“Pioneer Farm Barn” - Award (Large Color Print)  

 Bob Arnold - “Impassioned Dance” - Award (Small Mono Print) 

 Lyle Anderson - “Ice Artistry” - Honorable Mention (Small Mono Print)  

 

November CACCA Competition: 

 Norm Kopp - “Staircase 2” - Award (Large Color Print)  

TIP OF THE MONTH 

David Jilek 

Winter is on its way! The joints are stiff, the days are short and they can be 

downright cold!  But winter can also be a great time to get out and shoot!  The 

landscape is always changing, the kids are outside playing and the noon day sun of 

summer  has given way to lower angles and dramatic light dancing across fields of 

snow.  This is a fine time to get outside and do some great photography -  we just 

need to remember a few things to keep us safe and warm. 

First let’s cover the people in layers of clothing that are nice and warm  - a must 

for outside shooting in winter.  I suggest two pairs of socks - one pair of silk socks 

against the skin, then a  pair of wool socks. Top those off with a good set of boots 

and your toes are good to go!  The same goes for fingers - two pairs of gloves.  

One thin pair of gloves topped by a pair of fingerless wool gloves or mittens. This 

way you can still get to all those little buttons on the camera.  A great hat is a 

must up here in the great white north so don't take off without one.  Something 

with flaps is great since fashion takes second place to warmth here (80% of the 

body’s heat loss is through the head).  

Second, let’s protect our equipment.  I have the ability to take my equipment out 

to the car the night before and let it sit in the garage to get used to the cold.  We 

don't want our equipment fogging over, that's for sure.  If you don't have that 

option just take your equipment out in a camera bag so the temperature of the 

camera changes slowly.  Batteries can be a big issue in the cold, so just  pop them 

into your shirt or jacket pocket so they stay warm and dry until ready for use.  

Many of us will get snow on our cameras, but there are some simple things we can 

do.  I usually take a paint brush with me to brush off any snow that gets on the 

camera body or outside of my lens. A lens cleaning cloth is great for cleaning glass.  

Third, exposure is key and your meters are going to lie to you on this one. Re-

member that your meter evaluates a scene as 18% gray, so the camera sees snow 

as gray (not white) . Usually a 1.5 to 2 stop over exposure does a great job of 

cleaning up that snow.  If you check that "Digiroid" on the back of your camera 

you'll do great!  

Fourth, remember to have fun!  Follow your spirit and follow your soul.   Listen 

to that little voice you hear when the world is still. 

“Pioneer Farm Barn” - Lyle Anderson 

“Staircase 2” - Norm Kopp 

“Ice Artistry” - Lyle Anderson 

Bob Arnold - “Impassioned Dance”  - Photo not available 

MEMBER FOCUS 
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THE FRINGE OF STILL PHOTOGRAPHY * 

Wildlife Video 

Link contributed by Gail Basner - North Shore Artist 

The below link is a short (3:45) video by Scott McKinley that won the grand prize 

at the 2013 International Wildlife Film Festival held in Missoula, Montana.  It is 

comprised of about three dozen very short video clips, most of which were shot in 

western Wyoming (Yellowstone, Grand Tetons and the Jackson Hole area) and 

contain frames which would have made beautiful still images. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=BUOQ_yPW_0s 

 

“Artography” 

Rich Bickham 

Are you familiar with the work 

of artist Kent Bellows (1949-2005) 

who kept a studio in Omaha, 

Nebraska?  Readers are no doubt 

familiar with photo editing soft-

ware that will convert a photo-

graphic image into something that 

resembles a pencil sketch.  Kent Bellows worked extensively in charcoal or pencil 

(both color and monochrome), and many of his drawings are so stunning that you 

would swear they are photographs. However he saw a subtle difference between 

the two mediums:   

“The image I create on the canvas is the difference between the reality of a 

photograph and what is actually happening.  This makes for a finely tuned 

picture, enabling me to capture the subject’s soul.”  - Kent Bellows, 1986. 

Interested readers can search “Kent Bellows” 

on Google to find several links that show a 

broader spectrum of his work than the two 

drawings depicted here, although one must see 

his work in person or view high resolution 

reproductions to really appreciate the exquisite 

level of detail.  A few years ago I toured an 

exhibit of his work at the Joslyn Art Museum in 

Omaha.  Being unfamiliar with him at the time, 

as I walked through the exhibit  halls I was 

impressed by what I assumed were his photo-

graphs.  It was only upon leaving and more 

carefully reading the exhibit handout that I 

discovered that much of what I had seen was 

done in pencil or charcoal; not a single photo-

graph!  I was so amazed that I went back and 

took the tour again, unable to fully appreciate 

what I had seen the first time through. 

Tragically, he developed a medical condition which limited the use of his hand to 

the point that he could no longer work with the precision he demanded of himself.  

He died in his studio shortly thereafter in 2005.  An autopsy could not determine 

an exact cause of death. 

* This column is an experiment in CLCC newsletter content.  It deals with areas that are 

peripherally related to still photography.  Depending on the slant of reader feedback, it 

may become a regular feature.  Please let us know what you think. - Ed 

Kent Bellows “Self-Portrait”, 1991 

16” x 28” Charcoal on Paper  

“Davis Dayton”, 1993 

40” x 26” Pencil on Paper 

 

Your “homework” assignment for the January, 2014 meeting (for those who 

wish to participate), is to take some pictures relating to winter scenes and 

holiday wonders.  Just bring in 3 or 4 JPEG images on a thumb drive for 

projection. Again, this isn’t a competition or critique, just an opportunity to show 

others in the club some of the stuff you have had fun shooting.  If you have a 

particular image that isn’t related to the assignment subject but you want to 

show it to us, that’s okay too. We would love to see what you have been 

working on over the holidays.  

The membership roster will be available to club members very soon. It will 

enable members to easily contact one another regarding events, news from 

other sources and share valuable information. We are looking forward to getting 

that information out to everyone. 

Check the schedule on page 5 for more detail on location for all upcoming 

events. 

Sandy Wittman continues to amaze us with her ability to keep improving the 

club webpage. She has tirelessly put together a professional looking web page 

that presents our club to the outside world in an inviting atmosphere. It also 

serves as a convenient archive of our monthly competition winners.  Thanks, 

Sandy. 

The look of the newsletter is sensational. Rich Bickham has demonstrated his 

expertise to produce a high quality item that invites visitors to enjoy reading 

about our club. Thanks, Rich. 

David Jilek continues to support our Facebook page, under – Crystal Lake 

Camera Club.  At the last meeting we actually had a family join our meeting 

because they found us on Facebook.  How cool is that?  Thanks, David. 

We strongly recommended that you check out the website, newsletter and 

Facebook periodically - you may find something valuable you can use. 

Last month, Marge Hurwith presented an incredible program on layering using 

Photoshop (or Elements) and using different textures in photographs. We can’t 

thank her enough for taking the time to come all the way to Crystal Lake to give 

us this unique perspective into really dressing up an image. We counted more 

than 50 attendees at the presentation - that is special. 

In closing, we want to emphasize that this is your club’s newsletter, and we 

(Rich included) strongly encourage members to contribute to it.  Long term, 

diversity of content will suffer if the same few people generate material every 

month - a ‘stale’ publication will be the result.  If you have experienced good 

success with a particular method of photography we would love to hear about it. 

If you have a tip for taking better pictures, we would love to hear about it.  If you 

have thoughts that would stimulate conversation or debate within our group, 

submit it. Remember, this is your club, it is what we all make it, and you are all 

potential contributors. Consider writing an article for us to share and discuss. 

Al & Chuck  

 From Page 1 

http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=BUOQ_yPW_0s
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=BUOQ_yPW_0s
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The balance of statement responses averaged a “somewhat disagree” to “somewhat agree” ranking. In those instances, individual ratings of 1 through 6 were evident.  

 

Thank you everyone who took part in the survey. Your responses are important. They help us visualize how to move the club forward when planning future events and 

direction. Probably at some point during the year, someone will once again knock at your door asking you to offer up an opinion. Don’t turn them away - consider it an 

honor. After all, this is your club. Besides, photography is fun. 

 

A summary of all survey responses is shown below. 

 
Total survey respondents:  23 (Current club membership is 45) 

 

Rating criteria: 1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Somewhat disagree, 4 = Somewhat agree, 5 = Agree, 6 = Strongly agree 

 From Page 1 

                                                                STATEMENT 

 
  1)  The club’s programs and demonstrations help me to improve my skills as a photographer. 

  2)  I enjoy submitting my photos to club competitions. 
  3)  Our club needs to reach out to different groups and organizations in the community. 

  4)  I look forward to club field trips and special photo opportunities. 
  5)  The competition judging is spot on. 

  6)  Other club members help me to improve my skills as a photographer. 
  7)  It is important for our club to be a CACCA member.   

  8)  The Shutterbug Breakfast encourages a free-flow discussion of practices and ideas.   
  9)  Current club competitions match my photographic interests. 

10)  Our club members have a voice in planning events. 
11)  The best image is the one produced within my camera. 

12)  I have fun helping other club members improve their skills as photographers. 
13)  I find that images in competitions all revolve around similar subjects and themes. 

14)  For me, the printed image is the best way to judge a photo in competition. 
15)  I see our club as a growing force in the community. 
16)  I am only interested in photographing certain types of subject matter. 

17)  It is important for our club to provide various photographic training options.  
18)  Our club meets my needs as a photographer. 

19)  I find the judges’ critique of my own work and that of others helpful. 
20)  For me, a computer-processed image is the best form of photographic expression. 

21)  Photography is the best hobby. 
22)  I enjoy photographing with slide and negative films. 

23)  I search for new ways to improve my photography skills and processing techniques. 
24)  I find the digital image is best for judging photos in competition. 

25)  I tell friends about what our club can offer them in photographic fun. 
26)  Our club supports all my photographic interests. 

27)  Club committees help plan and set direction for meetings and gatherings. 
28)  It is important to me to have our club membership grow. 

29)  I process my own film and slides. 
30)  I look forward to our monthly meetings to share ideas with like-minded photographers. 

31)  I enjoy planning club activities. 
32)  It fascinates me to work with many different photographic subjects and genres. 
33)  I enjoy talking to community groups and organizations about photography. 

34)  I enjoy discovering new ways to improve my photography and image processing. 
35)  I find that computer processing of my images is very satisfying. 

36)  I like when other members show me ways to make better usage of my cameras and lenses. 
 

Average Response across all Survey Statements 
 

 AVERAGE 

RATING 
  5.0 

  5.1 
  4.3 

  5.2 
  3.5 

  4.7 
  5.5 

  4.8 
  5.1 

  4.9 
  3.2 

  4.8 
  3.9 

  4.4 
  4.2 
  2.6 

  5.6 
  4.7 

  4.8 
  4.0 

  4.9 
  1.9 

  5.5 
  3.5 

  5.1 
  4.5 

  4.5 
  5.0 

  1.7 
  5.1 

  4.0 
  5.2 
  3.5 

  5.5 
  5.0 

  5.6 
 

  4.5 
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CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS - DECEMBER, 2013 

 

Notes: 

1) CLCC meetings are held the first Tuesday of every month.  Home State Bank is located in Crystal Lake.  It’s the large building behind the Drive-Up just 

southeast of the intersection of Route 14 and Main Street.  The Community Room is on the lower level - take the elevator just inside the south entrance. 

2) The PhotoBug Breakfast meeting provides an opportunity for open conversation related to photography in general.  It’s a great way to get to know the club 

members on a more personal level.  The food is pretty good too.  This event is held on the  second Saturday of each month. 

3) Email to richbickham@comcast.net 

4) Closed December 2, 9, 16,24,25.  See website for further details: http://www.mortonarb.org/events/illumination-tree-lights-morton-arboretum. 

DATE TIME LOCATION DESCRIPTION NOTES 

December 3 6:15—7:00 p.m. Home State Bank 

611 S. Main St.,  CL 

Community Room 

“Drop in Early” Mentoring 1 

December 3 7:00 p.m. Home State Bank 

611 S. Main St.,  CL 

Community Room 

December CLCC Meeting & Competition 1 

Through December 5  McHenry County College 

8900 Northwest Hwy 

Building A, Lower Level 

Teresa Baber Photographic Exhibit  

December 14 8:30 a.m. Colonial Café 

5689 Northwest Hwy.,  CL 
Saturday Morning PhotoBug Breakfast Meeting 2 

December 24   Deadline for January, 2014 Newsletter inputs 3 

Through January 4, 2014 4:30 - 8:30 p.m. (last entry) Morton Arboretum , Lisle “Illumination” - Tree Lights at the Morton Arboretum 4 

BEYOND DECEMBER  

January, 2014 Events: 

 

 January 4, 2014  -  Last day of “Illumination” - Tree Lights at the Morton Arboretum (see above) 

 

 January  7, 2014  - CLCC  Monthly Meeting @ Home State Bank 

Your “homework” assignment for the January meeting (for those who wish to participate), is to take some pictures relating to winter scenes 

and holiday wonders.  Just bring in 3 or 4 JPEG images on a thumb drive for projection. This is not a competition or critique, just an oppor-

tunity to show others in the club some of the stuff you have had fun shooting.  If you have a particular image that isn’t related to the assign-

ment subject but you want to show it to us, that’s okay too. We would love to see what you have been working on over the holidays.  

 January 11, 2014 -  PhotoBug Breakfast @ Colonial Cafe 

http://www.mortonarb.org/events/illumination-tree-lights-morton-arboretum

